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Notes & URLs for this presentation can be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide show on 
granneman.com 

» at files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/
Bootstrap.txt

http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/Bootstrap.txt
http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/Bootstrap.txt
http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/Bootstrap.txt
http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/Bootstrap.txt


The Magic Tag



If you want to build a responsive website — whether you 
use Bootstrap or not — your webpage must have the 
magic tag in it 

The magic tag makes all responsive design possible



!!!



<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-

width, initial-scale=1">



By default, mobile browsers zoom websites so that they 
fill the device screen







However, when you responsively design a website, you 
do not want it to zoom—you want it to display 
responsively!



<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-

width, initial-scale=1">

Essentially, putting this in your <head> tells the 
browser that it should not zoom, & that you will handle 
how it looks in the browser yourself (by using 
responsive design)



<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-

width, initial-scale=1">

width=device-width

Tells browser that the website adapts to the browser’s 
width, so the width of the viewport should be equal to 
the width of the device 

initial-scale=1

Sets the initial zoom level: 1 CSS pixel is equal to 1 
viewport pixel, ergo, do not zoom



Installation 
& Setup



3 methods to make Bootstrap available to use 

1. Manually download Bootstrap & copy the files into 
your project 

2. Link via CDN to Bootstrap’s files online 

3. Install via package manager like npm



Manually Download



Advantages of downloading 

» Available offline 
» Can open & read Bootstrap CSS & JS files 
» Can install using package manager (e.g., Bower or 

NPM) 

Disadvantages 

» You have to manage Bootstrap files 
» You have to make sure your templates match your files 

& folders 

» I have to take extra time with students 😐



Download & Install



getbootstrap.com

http://getbootstrap.com
http://getbootstrap.com




You will download a file named something like 
bootstrap-4.1.3-dist.zip into your Downloads 
folder 

Unzip that file & extract the contents to its own folder



Mac users, just double-click on the zip file & you will 
have a folder named something like bootstrap-4.1.3-
dist



Windows users, right-click on bootstrap-4.1.3-
dist.zip & select Extract Here



Remove unnecessary files



✏ SIDE NOTE

bootstrap.min.css

bootstrap.min.js

The .min stands for minified 

What’s minification?









6 lines 
instead of 
6760!



Rename the folder bootstrap-4.1.3-dist so that it’s 
now bootstrap-101 

Drag the bootstrap-101 folder into your Web Dev 
Projects folder



Template



Your <head> should look like this…



<head>

  <meta charset="utf-8">

  <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" 

content="IE=edge">

  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-

width, initial-scale=1">

  <title>Untitled</title>

  <link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/

bootstrap.css">

  <link rel="stylesheet" href="/css/main.css">

</head>



And your <body> like this…



<body>

  <h1>Hello, world!</h1>

  <script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/

ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.2/jquery.min.js"></

script>

  <script src=“/js/bootstrap.js”></script>

</body>



You must keep the JavaScript, or things will break (e.g., 
dropdown menus)



Make sure jQuery comes before any other JavaScripts 
that depend on it (like bootstrap.js) 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/

libs/jquery/1.11.2/jquery.min.js"></script>

<script src=“js/bootstrap.js"></script>

Otherwise, leave the jQuery <script> alone



✏ SIDE NOTE

What is jQuery? 

Most popular (73% of top 10 million websites!) 
JavaScript library, designed to simplify client-side 
scripting 

Lots of other JavaScripts depend upon jQuery (like 
Bootstrap)

The dependency upon jQuery is removed in Bootstrap 5



Link via CDN



✏ SIDE NOTE

What’s a CDN anyway? 

“A content delivery network is a highly-distributed 
platform of servers that responds directly to end user 
requests for web content. It acts as an intermediary 
between a content server, also known as the origin, 
and its end users or clients. … Content Delivery 
Networks, also known as CDNs, carry nearly half of the 
world’s Internet traffic.” —Akamai’s CDN Learning 
Center



✏ SIDE NOTE

Akamai is one of the largest CDNs in the world 

Akamai serves 15–30% of all Web traffic 

“The company operates a network of servers around the 
world and rents capacity on these servers to customers 
who want their websites to work faster by distributing 
content from locations close to the user. When a user 
navigates to the URL of an Akamai customer, their 
browser is redirected to one of Akamai’s copies of the 
website.” —Wikipedia



✏ SIDE NOTE

Akamai’s global reach



Advantages of linking 

» Create or use a template with the right links & you’re 

finished 😎 

» Users already have it cached so it loads real quick like 
» You do not have to manage extra files 
» I do not have to take extra time with students 

Disadvantages 

» No Internet, no files 🤷 

» Cannot easily open & read Bootstrap CSS & JS files



Using Brackets?



If you’re using Brackets, install my HTML Templates 
extension 

1. Open the Extension Manager in Brackets 
2. Search for HTML Templates, Updated by Scott 

Granneman 
3. Click Install 
4. Click Close 
5. Reload when asked



Now use my HTML Templates extension 

1. Create a file named index.html 
2. Edit > HTML Templates… 
3. Click the Framework Templates pop-up menu & 

select Bootstrap 3



Using Visual Studio Code?



Go to the Extensions View & install File Templates 
Manager by Ivan Zakharchanka



✏ SIDE NOTE

FYI where templates are stored (in case you want to 
back them up) 

 
~/Library/Application Support/Code/User/

CodeTemplates/

⊞ 
%HOME%

\AppData\Roaming\Code\User\CodeTemplates\



Edit the current HTML template & copy over it with 
mine: 

HTML5 template: http://chnsa.ws/1b1 

Create 2 new templates & use the following: 

Bootstrap 3 CDN template: http://chnsa.ws/1b2 
Bootstrap 4 CDN template: http://chnsa.ws/1b3

http://chnsa.ws/1b1
http://chnsa.ws/1b2
http://chnsa.ws/1b1
http://chnsa.ws/1b2


If you’re instead building a template or page by 
hand… 

1. Use the standard template at https://
getbootstrap.com/docs/3.3/getting-started/

#template 
2. Substitute the links to CSS & JS in the standard 

template with those found at https://
getbootstrap.com/docs/3.3/getting-started/

#download-cdn (ignore the second one, to the 
Optional Theme)



CDN always used 
for jQueryi

Manual installation; 
no CDNi



Manual installation; 
no CDNi



CDN



CDN



Using 
Bootstrap



Bootstrap is really just a collection of pre-made CSS & 
JavaScript for you to use with your site 

Link to the default CSS in your <head> & the JavaScript 
in <body>, & use the CSS classes that Bootstrap 
provides in your HTML



Want to change Bootstrap’s default styles or scripting 
behaviors? 

Do not edit the default CSS & JavaScript! 

Next time you upgrade, all your changes go poof



Instead, create your own CSS & link to it after you link 
to bootstrap.css 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://

stackpath.bootstrapcdn.com/…/

bootstrap.min.css" …>

<link rel="stylesheet" href=“/css/main.css">

Override Bootstrap’s CSS as needed in your CSS



💡PRO TIP

You would do the same thing with bootstrap.js



How do you know which Bootstrap classes to use, & 
which classes do what? 

bootstrap.css is ~9000 lines—do not read it! 

Read the documentation at getbootstrap.com

































So let’s say I want to make some images responsive & 
interesting looking



1

2

3





?







Once you start using Bootstrap, you will sometimes 
want to override its CSS 

1. Use your browser’s Inspector to find the exact 
selector & declaration that Bootstrap uses in 
bootstrap.css 

2. Copy that selector & declaration & then paste them 
into your main.css 

3. Enter a new value in the declaration



An easy example, with an easy selector



I decide to add rounded 
corners to an image, so 
I check out what class to 
use at getbootstrap.com



I add it to my code



It looks OK, but I’d 
like the corners to be 
more rounded than 
Bootstrap’s default



I open the browser’s 
Inspector, select the 
image, & see the rule 
that Bootstrap has 
defined



I edit my code, using the 
same class name as 
Bootstrap does, & change 
the value of the border-
radius property



Now the corners are 
more rounded than 
Bootstrap’s default!



A more complex example



This page needs a 
breadcrumb trail to 
indicate hierarchy & 
wayfinding



Bootstrap says to use this 
HTML structure & CSS 
classes to create a 
breadcrumb



I add it to my code



I really don’t like the / 
that Bootstrap uses as a 
default separator, since 
it’s confusing & ugly



I open the browser’s 
Inspector, select the 
breadcrumb, & see the 
rule that Bootstrap uses



My CSS comes after 
Bootstrap’s so that mine 
has more weight 
according to the Cascade



I edit my CSS, using the same 
selector Bootstrap does, & 
change only the value of the 
content property (the ➤ is a 
Unicode symbol)



Much better!—& notice that 
the browser’s Inspector 
shows that my CSS weighs 
more than Bootstrap’s



Grid System



When you lay things out using Bootstrap, you do not 
use px or em or % 

Instead, you use columns (that must add up to 12 in 
Bootstrap 3 & may or may not in Bootstrap 4)



100%

100%

75% 25%



100%

100%

75% 25%

12 columns

12 columns

8 columns 4 col’s



Bootstrap 3

Desktops lg ≥1200 px

Tablets 
(landscape)

md ≥922 px

Tablets 
(portrait)

sm ≥768 px

Phones xs <768 px



Bootstrap 3 Bootstrap 4

Desktops lg ≥1200 px ≥1200 px xl Large desktops

Tablets 
(landscape)

md ≥922 px ≥922 px lg Desktops

Tablets 
(portrait)

sm ≥768 px ≥768 px md Tablets

Phones xs <768 px ≥576 px sm
Phones 
(landscape)

<576 px *
Phones 
(portrait)



Bootstrap 4 Bootstrap 5

≥1400px xxl
Really large 
desktops

Large desktops xl ≥1200px ≥1200px xl Large desktops

Desktops lg ≥992px ≥992px lg Desktops

Tablets md ≥768px ≥768px md Tablets

Phones 
(landscape)

sm ≥576px ≥576px sm
Phones 
(landscape)

Phones 
(portrait)

* <576px <576px *
Phones 
(portrait)



Columns go inside rows, & rows go inside containers 

<main class="container">

  <div class="row">

    <article class="col-sm-8">

      …

    </article>

    <aside class="col-sm-4">

      …

    </aside>

  </div>

</main>

Column

Column
Row

Container



Content (e.g., text & images) goes inside elements with 
CSS classes (e.g., col-md-8) that turn those elements 
into columns & define… 

» the size of the breakpoint at which changes to column 
widths happen (e.g., -md) 

» how many column widths they span, between 1–12 
(e.g., -8) 

Columns go inside elements with a CSS class of row 

Rows go inside elements with a CSS class of container



<main class="container">

  <div class="row">

    <article class="col-sm-8">

      …

    </article>

    <aside class="col-sm-4">

      …

    </aside>

  </div>

</main>



<main class="container">

  <div class="row">

    <article class="col-sm-8">

      …

    </article>

    <aside class="col-sm-4">

      …

    </aside>

  </div>

</main>

Column

Column



<main class="container">

  <div class="row">

    <article class="col-sm-8">

      …

    </article>

    <aside class="col-sm-4">

      …

    </aside>

  </div>

</main>

Column

Column
Row



<main class="container">

  <div class="row">

    <article class="col-sm-8">

      …

    </article>

    <aside class="col-sm-4">

      …

    </aside>

  </div>

</main>

Column

Column
Row

Container



<body>

  <main>

    <div>

      <article class="col-sm-8"> … </article>

      <aside class="col-sm-4"> … </aside>

    </div>

  </main>

</body>

This does not work—no container & no row



<body>

  <main class="container">

    <div>

      <article class="col-sm-8"> … </article>

      <aside class="col-sm-4"> … </aside>

    </div>

  </main>

</body>

This does not work—no row



<body>

  <main>

    <div class="row">

      <article class="col-sm-8"> … </article>

      <aside class="col-sm-4"> … </aside>

    </div>

  </main>

</body>

This does not work—no container



<body>

  <main class="container">

    <div class="row">

      <article> … </article>

      <aside> … </aside>

    </div>

  </main>

</body>

This does not work—no columns



<body>

  <main class="container">

    <div class="row">

      <article class="col-sm-8"> … </article>

      <aside> … </aside>

    </div>

  </main>

</body>

This does not work—columns don’t add up to 12



<body>

  <main class="container">

    <div class="row">

      <article class="col-sm-8"> … </article>

      <aside class="col-sm-4"> … </aside>

    </div>

  </main>

</body>

This works! 



Containers



The grid system requires an element with a class of 
container on it to create a responsive container for 
rows 

<div class="container">

  ...

</div>

Containers are not nestable









Bootstrap 4 breakpoints & container widths

Size Devices Container Widths

xl Large desktops 1140px

lg Desktops 960px

md Tablets 720px

sm Landscape phones 540px

* Portrait phones 100%



Rows



Any element that is 
going to have horizontal 
groups of columns in it 
must… 

» be a child of the 
container element 

» have a class of row on it

<div 

class="container">

  <div class="row">

    <article>

      …

    </article>

    <aside>

      …

    </aside>

  </div>

</div>





The container element can have other children 
besides row elements 

Anything that you always want to span the full width 
of the container element does not need to be inside 
the row element(s) 

» Headings (e.g., <h1>) 
» <header> 
» <footer> 
» Horizontal navigation bar





The only immediate children allowed inside rows? 

Columns



Columns





Remember those 12 columns that Bootstrap uses? 

Content that is responsive (e.g., text & images) goes 
inside elements with CSS classes (e.g., col-md-8) that 
turn those elements into columns & define… 

» the size of the breakpoint at which changes to column 
widths happen (e.g., -md) 

» how many column widths they span, between 1–12 
(e.g., -8)



If all the columns will be 
same width with every 
viewport, you can just use 
col

<div class="row">

  <div class="col">

    1 of 3

  </div>

  <div class="col">

    2 of 3

  </div>

  <div class="col">

    3 of 3

  </div>

</div>



If one column has a set 
width & the others can 
automatically resize, you 
can easily accommodate 
that 

<div class="row">

  <div class="col">

    1 of 3

  </div>

  <div class="col-5">

    2 of 3

  </div>

  <div class="col">

    3 of 3

  </div>

</div>



HTML CSS

Written by you In bootstrap.css

class="col-lg-6" .col-lg-6 {}

class="col-md-6" .col-md-6 {}

class="col-sm-6" .col-sm-6 {}

class="col-xs-6" .col-xs-6 {}



Bootstrap is mobile-first 

Therefore, the default width is always…  

» 12 columns 
which is the same as… 

» 100% width 
which is the same as… 

» full width



Bootstrap is mobile-first

lg The lg column inherits the size of the md column

md The md column inherits the size of the sm column

sm The sm column inherits the size of the xs column

xs A size is set for an xs column (e.g., col-xs-6)



Because the default width of a column is 12 (unless 
overridden) & because column sizes are inherited from 
xs up to lg, this would be unnecessary: 

<div class="col-xs-12 col-sm-12 col-md-8 

col-lg-8">

What should it be? 



Because the default width of a column is 12 (unless 
overridden) & because column sizes are inherited from 
xs up to lg, this would be unnecessary: 

<div class="col-xs-12 col-sm-12 col-md-8 

col-lg-8">

What should it be? 

<div class="col-md-8">



💡PRO TIP

If you want an element to be 12 columns, you cannot do 
this: 

<div>

Bootstrap’s CSS isn’t invoked, so there are not any 
columns 

You must instead do this: 

<div class="col-xs-12">



15px gutter around each column

Size Name Device Column Width

Extra Small (xs) Phones Fluid

Small (sm) Tablets 60px

Medium (md) Tablets in portrait 
& desktops

78px

Large (lg) Desktops 95px













Columns must go inside rows, & columns are the only 
allowed children of rows 

Rows go inside containers, but other children are 
allowed inside containers 

Containers cannot go anywhere inside other containers



Tools



Themes



Free









Commercial





Official































Testing



BrowserStack



Cross-browser testing live via the Web 

Excellent service 

www.browserstack.com





















Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

jans@websanity.com 
websanity.com
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Changelog 

2020-07-16 2.8: Defined jQuery; small fixes; another 
way to install is via npm; added details about Bootstrap 
4 & 5’s breakpoints; integrated Bootstrap 4 better in 
places; 



Changelog 

2018-10-29 2.7: VSCode screenshots of Bootstrap 4 
CDN; better explanation of adding your CSS after 
Bootstrap’s; screenshots of Bootstrap 4 website & 
examples; replaced 3 section screenshots in Columns; 
re-ordered tables so largest is on top 

2018-05-05 2.6: Added slide re: necessity for <div 
class="col-xs-12">; added slide contrasting 
breakpoints for 3 & 4



Changelog 

2017-12-19 2.5: Updated theme; fixed formatting errors; 
made Template section clearer; made Installation 
section clearer; made Minification into a Side Note; 
updated Installation screenshots; made Using section 
clearer & moved it after Template; made Grid System 
clearer, with more examples; better screenshots of free 
themes; added WrapBootstrap to themes; added slides 
showing new home page & dropdown for versions 2, 3, 
& 4; Installation now covers manual install vs CDN



Changelog 

2016-04-27 2.4: Changed instructions to move 
<script> to <head>; added minification explanation; 
Bootstrap-specific bookmarklet; more info re: 
Bootstrap themes; cleaned up small errors 

2016-02-16 2.3: Added Bootstrap 4 section



Changelog 

2015-06-11 2.2: Fixed a bunch of errors in layout in 
Grid System; small fixes 

2015-05-24 2.1: Completely re-ordered Grid System & 
added lots more detail, examples, & clarification; added 
Tools section with Viewport Resizer & BrowserStack



Changelog 

2015-05-20 2.0: Updated image showing Bootstrap 
contents; showed contents after culling; added 
examples of Bootstrap documentation for classes; 
added recommendation to use browser Inspector; 
simplified explanation of <meta> for disabling zooming; 
explained why you should move JS into <head>; added 
better clarification of Grid System; showed how to 
override Bootstrap’s CSS with your own; added more 
about <head>



Changelog 

2015-01-14 1.1: Removed “inherit” & clarified 
relationship between Bootstrap’s CSS & yours  

2014-05-18 1.0.1: Replaced image showing default 
Bootstrap files
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